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WCW GOES
Leaving as 
he did his 
Paterson
for us came 
on that sign 
on one side
says leaving 
Paterson 
& turned it
around & 
kept going 
his province.
—  James L. Weil



A Pasture Posture

Fred thanks for 
staying still 
you could hare
gone to the 
big city 
& hell &
made a big 
noise there still 
wool's warmer
& someone's 
got to keep 
sheep when it's
cool as hell 
still here re 
are Fred thanks.

Before

Hove to I love 
you like the sea 
when she is
many bosomed.
You blouse out 
aloft & we make
love & marriage 
& other strange 
stops running
before the wind 
& a dying down.

—  James L. Weil
New Rochelle, New York

He stood out back of the airport smoking 
Until she emerged from the fuselage 
And he looked at her, inhaling long, 
Placed the cigaret on some ledge 
Then turned and held her and kissed.

—  Louis McCarty 
Washington, D. C.
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E I K 0 N

"Duality characterized Nikolai Apollonovich; 
there were two of him. Such duality is usu
ally a woman's prerogative; duality is a fe
minine rather than a masculine trait; in 
truth, integrity is the symbol of the male."

—  from Andrey Biely's St. Petersburg

Is it absurd to imagine that earth shifting: 
rattling bone: the squirting lip mean death:
that in some recent life I drained an empty 
cup. That I with lousy beard and dirty hair
tripped on my coat and cursing fell into the 
ghostly river. That I too searched for a mis
sing nose and set myself afire and walked in 
yellow-phantom shoes. I too mistook a hand
kerchief for wind! I too could sing and cry 
and dance and leap and wink and fall asleep
and think and weep at Pushkin and deeply sink 
into the snowswept Russian drink. What I for
got the Neva kept. I wept to save my eyes from 
sight: I kissed the oriental lip and wore Man
churian fur to keep prophetic me from memory.
I slept and when not sleeping crept in fright.

—  Christopher Perret 
Deya, Mallorca) Spain

The Boundary

One who has seen on a wall) in chair) as shadow the 
shape of his presence) sees the edges of a silhouette 
as a boundary still unclaimed.

—  Russell Edson
Stamford. Conn.

Russell Edson's The Very Thing That Happens will be 
published by New Directions in April) 1964



Terrible Things

He had been sitting vith his head in his hands. And 
it is thinking, he thought, it is in my hands think
ing.
His mother said, what is that terrible thing in 
your hands?
It is where I think you are the most terrible thing, 
he said.

An Insane Woman

Several birds began to crochet a hat for an insane 
woman as she looked into a tree.

Her keeper came by and said, may I make pretend 
you are an insane woman?

But a cloud came by and the insane woman said, look, 
the tree's bloomers.

You will not look at the tree with its bloomers 
off, said her keeper, but you may play that you 
are insane and that I am your keeper.

All right, said the insane woman, shall I die now? 
Yes yes, that is the most fun of being insane, 
when you can die and not be insane anymore, 
screamed the keeper.

And then shall I resurrect and go nuts again? 
screamed the woman.

Yes yes, go nuts again, screamed the keeper.
Here, I'm nuts again, roared the insane woman.

—  Russell Edson

The Orange Cat On The Green Grass Lawn 
Cat
watching grass blades quiver 
to spasms of autumn wind song . .
Cat
crouching . .
serene with the stillness of feline ease 
while on the sidewalk as they please . • 
primates surge and shout.

L. Stanley Cheney
San Diego, California



An Aleatoric Lunch

"I like eating,” the Fat Boy said, 
picking up a curlicue carrot 
and a dazzling picture of Banana Fie 
in the Gourmet of January 4, 1964.
"And reading,” he said, carefully 
placing a banana-skin between the pages 
of Post Impressionist Imagery 
and guzzling a glass of Instant Oxygen.
”And intercourse,” he said, ogling the nymphet, 
turning the dial, accepting from a lily hand 
a fricasee of Modern Art 
and nibbling at a candied haiku.

—  Mary Graham Lund
Los Angeles, California

Catullus: 14
If I didn't love you more 
than my eyes, dearest Calvus,
I'd hate you, the way everyone 
hates Vatinius, for this present 
of yours. What did I do? 
what have I said? why 
should you inflict upon me 
all these miserable poets?
May the gods rain evils upon 
that client of yours who sent you 
such a collection of villains.
But if it was Sulla the critic, 
as I suspect, who gave you 
this "newly discovered" gift, 
then I'm not angry, but delighted. 
You got just what you deserved!
My god, what a frightening 
damned book! To think that this 
is what you sent your Catullus
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to kill him off all at once 
on the day of the Saturnalia, 
my favorite holiday. No, no, 
you rascal, this isn't the last 
you'll hear of it. At daybreak 
I'll run to the bookseller's shop 
and gather together some Caesil,
Aquini, Suffenus, and all sorts 
of similar nauseating stuff, 
to repay you with such tortures.
Meanwhile, goodbye, be off 
to wherever you dragged your dirty 
feet from, you curses of the ago, 
you worst of all possible poets.

Catullus: 25

Girlish Thallus, you're softer 
than rabbit's fur or goose down, 
or an eartip, or even an old 
dusty spiderweb —  and yet 
more rapacious than a raging storm 
or those divine bird-women 
who swoop down with gaping mouths.
Give me back the cloak you stole, 
and my handkerchiefs from Setabis, 
and my ancient Bithynian pictures, 
which you keep on display, you idiot, 
as though they were heirlooms.
Unglue them from your fingernails 
and let go of them right away, 
or the burning whip will inscribe 
ugly lines on your tender bottom 
and soft little hands, and you'll toss 
like a small boat caught in an angry 
wind on the vast sea.

—  from the Carmina
—  Barriss Mills

West Lafayette, Indiana
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Desert Mother

Over your duned 
Belly the high wind 
Shifts your birth scars.
A pattern for each
Monster you have
Borne in your sand cracked
Womb and lost to the
Mountains. Old mother,
Your Monster sons
Sit high in the
Mountain passes crying and
Dreaming of a
Warm dry place,
But cannot come as 
Men, and cannot come as 
Sons .

mobile alabama

after the bridge sky 
metallic red
dumped on the cardboard hills
among celluloid
smells
papering the air 
with slate 
grey smoke
patterned with the scent of 
coal gas

smoke stacks out of
windows are the
latest for southern mansions
buy dixie burgers 
in the red hills

—  Don Gray
Stockton, California
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They will go far on their
long journeys, their ships already
strain at the fiery hawser.
And some day from an incredible 
distance the voices of survivors 
will drift back with broken 
reports of machines whose hands 
stretch out between the stars, 
holding the future, 
terrible and strange.

Departure

Landscape With Small, Ragged Figures
They come drifting
over the frozen road, pursued
by a dark wind.
Faltering, confused,
they look for shelter
behind the stones
and under fallen limbs;
but the wind drives them on
with thorny whips and
flung handfuls of grit and sand.
They have the dead, 
sunken faces of a people 
torn loose at midnight 
and scattered before 
the breath of disaster.
As they pass below the hill,
the trees above them
bend slightly in recognition,
and turn away
into the furious darkness.

—  John Haines
Fairbanks, Alaska
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The House Of The Injured
I found a house in the forest, 
small, windowless and dark.
From the doorway came the close, 
suffocating odor of blood 
and fur mixed with dung.
I looked inside and saw an injured 
bird that filled the room, 
fluttering against the walls.
With a stifled croaking 
it lunged toward the door 
as if held back 
by an invisible chain.
Its face was an open wound, 
the beak half eaten away, 
and its heart beat wildly 
under the rumpled feathers...
I sank to my knees —  
a man shown the face of God.

—  John Haines

The Sad Mad 'Un

I'm sad —  and so tired, 
so tired, 
so tired,

I'm sad —  and so tired.
Oh, what can —  I do?
Take a walk —  with the children,

the children, 
the children, 

Take a walk —  with the children. 
They'll —  cheer you?
Their voices —  have chilled me, 

have chilled me, 
have chilled me, 

Their voices —— have chilled me. 
Oh, what may —  they do?
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This rock has —  five fingers, 
five fingers, 
five fingers, 

This rock has —  five fingers. 
Oh, what shall —  it do?
They lie there —  so stilly,

so stilly, 
so stilly, 

They lie there —  so stilly. 
Their faces —  are blue?
I'm sad —  and so tired, 

so tired, 
so tired,

I'm sad —  and so tired.
Oh, what —  did I do?

—  P. H. Lee 
Storrs, Conn.

How Can People Put Up With Such Evil

Trit trot 
Trit trot
And there is the town 
And under the bridge 
The sumac buds 
As a rumor of ogre
Trit trot 
Trit trot
And there is the town 
And under the bridge 
The sumac wades 
As the rising ogre

Trit trot 
Trit trot
And there is the town 
And under the bridge 
The sumac bloods 
As the charge—eyed ogre
Clots to stone.
And there is the town 
And under the bridge 
The sumac's chilled. 
Trit trot 
Trit trot.

Ellen Tifft 
Elmira, New York



Win Or Lose Or Win Or Lose Or Etc.
I

In Anderson's story
Great Claus thought the reflection was a bright herd 
White brown black fur, bells low underwater.
—  Jump in, his brother said, —  here step in this

sack
With the stone and the water herd is yours.—
Great Claus jumped and plumbed straight 
Down to roost in his bones.

II
Intensity's fools are often done in.
They lose. But over thirty
You may suddenly wonder
Who was it lost
The tricker or the tricked?
Anyway luck
Is so often timing.

III
Like when my Uncle Pink 
Had the Easy Washer 
Almost gone 
For a fifth of gin 
And Aunt Bonn returned.

Soul's Way
To bond of bone 
Its wheel its wheel is 
To slip of sleep 
Only. Sleep's blue 
To wake.
Worship small animals 
And large, their instincts 
Still intact.
Leaf's kind. For wells 
Grapes are in cool 
Crocks and air's 
Unpredictable blends.

—  Ellen Tifft
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T. S. Eliot Sells A Pet

"Kraken For Sale!" I read in the London Times.
I parted my hair and motored fast to the zoo,
Where Mr. Eliot, breakfast tea tears about his eyes, 
Was grooming his queen for the very last time.
"I placed the ad,” he explained with a bar,
"Because I prefer a critic on a sofa to strenuous play 
With my muse; and she, dear creature, is apt to die 
From want of leaping.”
"Well, I'm only an American — ” "I know; a pity." 
it—  But I can pay; and she uncaged to splash 
In white New England surf will spawn, perhaps,
A splendid daughter." "Splendid, yes! 
But she's rather dear: a thousand pounds!"
"Soldi" I signed the check; and Mr. Eliot,
Looking kin to Bustopher Jones, spoke possum sly: 
"Young man, I've tried for years to sell this kraken, 
But you're the first to answer my ad. I'm glad you

read
The British papers." "Only the Times." I said.

—  Leonard Gilly 
Denver, Colorado

Night Talk

We talked about Kierkegaard,
He was in vogue then, quoted 
Blaise Pascal and Jean Paul Sartre.
I don't remember what point
We were trying to prove or disprove.
What does it matter now,
Now that you are with child?

—  Oliver Haddo
Chicago, Illinois
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Maestro Insana's Room III
It's all in the point of view 
One takes of the situation.
You could say that the Maestro 
Was merely a senile old man 
With delusions of a grandeur 
That was never achieved.
You could be nice and say that 
He was just another lonely old man 
In search of company and found it 
Up in the Fine Arts Building,
That indomitable refuge of old Polish 
Housewives, sick contraltos, and 
Charley, the janitor. And, in the end,
What harm is there in it all?

Maestro Insana’s Room IV
Never having been there I really can't 
Be the most reliable witness as to what 
Occurred. Especially since there has been 
So much exaggeration in the past as to 
The purported events which took place 
In that den of sadistic delight.
I can only say that it must have been,
If the accounts are to be taken seriously,
A mad, mad little world to be in.

Maestro Insana's Room V
I shall never forget it no one showing up 
For the fine rehearsals. So we turned to 
The piano and the inevitable match fight 
The flaming matches arcing towards the player 
As he dodged them and grinned insanely.
After that what was left? Of course,
The Frankenstein bit. Lights at the end 
Of the hall flickering rapidly as the 
Body twitched spasmodically and rose 
To march toward us. Too much. Too much. 
Left on the door was a smear of black 
Paint as we all filed silently to the 
Elevators exhausted by the echoes of our 
Juvenile madness. Amen. Amen. Amen.

—  Oliver Haddo



Long Road Home

absolutely 
no damn reason 
for this

none)
(but
who’s gonna buck 
15 carloads 
of crazyass 
teenkids

in T-shirts 
& bluejeans 
jamming around 
mad

challenging
"Man, you passed us three 
times on the freeway!" 

chorus: "Goofed the drag fella!" 
jeers pipe in
"No cat does that to us, so
no reason
but still
they
come

wielding bigchains 
& tirejacks 
& crowding around 
1 by 1
taking turns

swinging
& battered me 
with my life’s blood 
pumping aimlessly 
in the dark

shaping abstract 
expressions of

blood & tar & gravel 
red & black & graywhite

jesus boys!
until i see

nothing
feel nothing & 
care even less
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then finally 
blackout 
wondering....

hell
who’s gonna buck 
15 carloads of....

One Christmas Away From Home
timeless Ernest in his hairy 
buffalo robes 
who drove a sleigh in 
old-Quebec
in 5 below zero weather
& loved it
was truly a
snowmad saint
with a toothy smile
& smelled of
mustyfur

he was 'old French' 
from 'wayback' said he 
& all bundled up 
he stood
at head of sleigh 
talking to his horse 
then me
then horse (poor frozenthing with icycles 

hanging
on his nose)

& a beard of 
frosted slobber 
good horse he was 
said Ernest 
good coat too

buffalo fur 
said he pounding 
his chest 
good weather for 
sleighride

just right
i nodded 
& after 2 hours 
of trotting through 
coldglazed city
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we were back at 
hotel-starting place

&
i got out & paid him 
& patted stiff horse-with-icebeard 
"merci!" said Ernest laughing

(for my 10 dollarbill)
chest pounding again
"anytime, just ask for old Ernest"
we bid farewell & 
when i walked away 
i couldn’t even

feel
my

feet
—  S. A. Osterlund 

Ashland, Ohio

Ivan and Ellen
— for Jerome Rothenberg

The first summer fog closing over the Prebilofs 
Saw people groping through streets to rejoice 
With their friends 
"The fog is here," they shouted.
"Good luck to you," Ivan said to the fog.
Ivan was chopping Ellen.
Peering through the fog,
He looked her over. She resembled 
Somebody’s baggy trousers.
Ivan began to pound harder.
Her bobbing head gazed up at him.
"My eyes are swimming and my brain is all awhirl," 
Ellen said to Ivan.
"Is my back swelling?"
"Looks puffy," answered Ivan.
"Then you ought to stop soon," Ellen suggested.

—  Michael Silverton 
Brooklyn, New York
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What Is Poetry?

A person of my acquaintance 
Asked me one evening, "What is Poetry?" 
I drew back in disbelief. "What is 
Poetry indeed!"
"Poetry," I explained, "is like a pump 
Designed for bicycles that 
Have not as yet been invented."
"Poetry," I explained, "is wonderful. 
Imagine yourself thrown from the roof 
By gangsters.
Where do you find solace?
In poetry.
You would do well to read poetry 
All the time."
To signal the close of my lecture,
I drew and parried with 
A little silver sword 
I carry at me side 
For such purposes.

Battery Park
This morning I nourished a 
Bold pigeon with many 
Shelled peanuts.
He perched on my ankle, 
lie fed from my hand.
He scratched the calf of 
My right crossed leg with 
His feet, leaving 
A hundred white lines of 
Unsettled epithelium.
The man sitting next to me, 
Smiling like my mother,
w a s  my  f a t h e r .

—  Michael Silverton
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Life In The Country

I perceive the cow’s slightly 
Changed expression. I am reminded 
To tell you that your eyelid 
Quivers when you whisper 
In my ear, and that when you whisper 
In my ear the cow seems embarrassed, 
Averts her head 
And stops chewing.

Michael Silverton

Two Poems For Walt Whitman
I

The lights
of these lonesome Wisconsin farm houses —
the snow has melted, and the only star 
in the dark afternoon sky 
comes closer to the sweet, 
empty corn-fields.

II
Oh Walt Whitman has died 
and all the butterflies 
of his great white beard 
weep with their sad wings 
on the boughs of my lilac-tree!

Three Poems, After Dafydd ap Edmund —  A Fifteenth 
Century Welsh Poet

I. A Yellow-haired Girl
How the bees have worked 
to ripen the seeds of sunlight 
in this girl of Maelwar.
Now there is the brightest saffron of the figwort. 
The cherries of heaven! The stars of night!
II. Harp Music
The thumb and forefinger share their meditation 
The chord is three
fingers, a lean and delicate treble.



III. To A Nun
You are the summer moon,
•with the secret night for her gown.

—  James Hazard
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Lines On My Education

The teacher tossed into the chasm
of our faces that El Greco had astigmatism,
Van Gogh had bad
myopia, and Blake, of course, was mad.
She said that Shakespeare was great because
she said he was,
and that the wicked are always
punished. She didn’t say
what wicked
was, assuming, I suppose, we'd covered 
that last year.
She merely
added that mathematics trains 
the brain.
And I learned a lot of other rot, 
which, luckily, I soon forgot.

Why Johnny Can't Read
(more irreverent portraits prompted by envy)

Anton Chekhov

From a slightly soggy pie,
He cut us both a slice to try,
Then muttered in a monotone,
There's not enough —  you eat alone.

Theodore Dreiser

Through a forest thick and bent,
He lumbered, slashing as he went; 
Smoldering with a righteous wrath,
He chopped out a Titan's path.



Franz Kafka

Guilt-edged Kafka, thin of hide, 
Oedipoised and sorely-Tried,
Bears his burden of disgrace 
Toward an evil unknown place.

James Joyce

Running lightly through the puns,
And stunning slightly as he runs 
Through every language more or less, 
He sums up with a plural yes.

Thomas Mann

Turgid Thomas, mystic mountain Mann, 
Plodding toward the heights, began 
A monument both wide and long —
Then plunged into a Black Swan song.

D. H. Lawrence

Imprisoned in hot fearing blood,
And wallowing in the burning mud,
He loosed taboos on ties that bind 
From everyplace but his own mind.

William Faulkner

Magnolias bloomed around his door,
But they’re decayed just like the floor, 
Still he sat weaving shape on shape; 
Ho-hum, another day, another rape.

Ezra Pound

Petulant pedant burning bright,
Arrogant and erudite,
He cantoes lonely as a cloud,
Polylingual and proud.
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Charles Bukowski

It may not be a tale that charms,
When ants crawl down his drunken arms 
And nameless whores creep round his bed, 
But at least it gets his message read.

Carl Larsen

First he acts the gay buffoon 
And blows you up a toy balloon,
But then he makes your blood congeal 
By pricking it with Stainless Steel.

M. K. Book

We'll have to have another look 
At the dithyrambs of M. K. Book,
Who sings of chemicals and dames,
And hides behind a dozen names.

—  Phyllis Onstott Arone 
Logansport, Indiana

Received and Highly Recommended
Robert Sward's Kissing The Dancer published by the 
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, N. Y. ($1.75). 
Harold Briggs' Though Man Fly Angel High published 
by Hors Commerce Press, 22526 Shadycroft Ave., Torr
ance, Calif. 90505 ($1.00).
Simon Perchik's I Counted Only April published on: 
March 19, 1964 by The Elizabeth Press, 103 Van Etten 
Blvd., New Rochelle, N. Y . ($1.00).
Robert Kelly's her body against time issued by The 
Plumed Horn, Apartado Postal No. 26546, Mexico 13, 
D. F . ($1.00) .
Erlend E. Jacobsen's 77 Antipoems printed by Pierian 
Press; obtainable from 78 Dudley Rd*, Bedford, Mass

.
Awards Noted:
Leslie Woolf Hedley received the Lynx Award for his 
peem:"0n The Occasion Of Hitting A Home Run With The 
Bases Loaded" in Wormwood:11.
Parm Mayer received the Lynx Award for: "Groundwork
For Reconciliation" In Wormwood:12.
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Nous Entrerons Aux Splendides Villes 

at dawn.
Dripping buildings 
mushroom through the fog. the 
wet sound of tires. gray fur 
of morning
steaming on the streets. It
clings to clotheslines clings 
to silent gloving streetlights. It
is the breath of birds
in frozen gardens, the thick
light from the river. It slides. It
huddles over 
bus—stops, red—eyed, 
tight-jawed, the faces 
of the living straining 
for the sun.

Praise For A Tired Bodhisattva
"Vanity of vanities," saith 
the preacher, "Vanity of 
vanities. All is vanity."

Wind, smelling of the moon,
drone of bombers in the distance, all
the heavy presence
of the sky. Bees,
gulls,
trace circles
in the stillness, in
odors
clinging to the sea. The day
shimmers on rock 
on water, cities.
Some
one still
lights fires on the hilltops.

—  Ray Nelson
Storrs, Connecticut



Homage To Yevtushenko

Herewith, old Yevgeny,
I join the swelling ranks
of U . S . poets
bravely writing poems
to a brother-poet in the Soviet.
(It proves us poets are
all one big happy family.)
I don't much care 
for your poetic rants, 
but read your slim biography, 
and I am most impressed 
by the pictures of you on 
page 48, playing ping pong, 
ironing a careful crease 
on your poetic pants.

—  Carl Larsen
New York, New York

The Hours

I have seen hours rammed into bodies 
like giant cocks creating nothing, 
ramming and spewing bone 
down to evergreen gardens,
I have seen naked eyes before rattling shades 
with hell sitting already in them,
I have seen women called beautiful
where a snake is more beautiful, less ugly;
I have seen men without a dime with more bearing 
than a king; I have been crafty, demented but 
seldom sore, or angry as they say;
I have chewed when I should have screwed,
I have screwed when I should have abstained,
I have smoked when I should have chewed,
I have stroked when I should have fucked, 
but they do not make it easy 
either in Summer kitchens outside Nice 
or in South Hollywood knocking on doors 
of snoring ladies with mustaches 
following a horse's ass through glass;
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I have seen Spring taken out of rivers,
I have seen dresses dyed grey,
have heard the grasshopper protest the
course of the market, I've heard Gabriel blows
other than his horn; I've seen slaves in the land of
the free; I've seen whores, I've seen wives
grow fat and bald, I've mixed enough alka-seltzer
into my hangovers so that the death-wish has grown

fat
and licked its lips and licked its balls and said 
Bukowski's next, that bitter bastard has had it;
I have seen the hours rammed in and out of bodies,
I have seen the white skull in the professor's

cabinet,
I have seen the grave diggers stumbling over 
the frosty lawn of morning with their loads 
I have seen the horses chasing the people,
I've seen the horses grow fangs, spit fire,
I know that they sweep the blood clear before we

awaken,
I know too much I know too much 
and I am a sad hanky flowing 
I am a mound of dirt 
I am drinking my beer again 
looking into the eye of everything 
thinking of you thinking of you 
dropping the bottle into the bag 
then looking over my shoulder 
and smiling
as the last camera clicks.

Charles Bukowski
Los Angeles, California

Lady To Lord Chatterley: An Aside

Don't give the pony 
a doughnut, Mellors —
I just heard him 
say neigh!

M. K . Book 
Lincoln, Nebraska
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Japanese Garden

We hauled in these boulders 
from the river bed

smooth
and worn
coloured veins suggesting a texture 
that is not there
Broken oyster shells for the walk 
add a suggestion of the sea 
to this desert place
A low green conifer here
and there a spiney creeper or two
Now we sit speaking hakkus 
to one another

two or three
every three or four days

Being Thankless 

For the glory
of being

I am none—the—less 
Grateful

for the bush 
on your tail
Every monster

has his
own pitfall 
Mine happens

not to be
metaphysics

—  Judson Crews
Taos, New Mexico

Notes:
The Wormwood Citation for the best poem in Lynx:5 
goes to Ron Offen for his "Ethereal Theories" 
Advance orders for Menke Katz's collection of poems 
Land Of Manna may be placed with Bitterroot Press, 
5229 New Utrecht Ave., Brooklyn 19, N.Y. ($3.00 for 
clothbound first-edition).



From Mobiles

viii
the little vhile

has run 
its measure 
now —

Corbeau —
where are you, 

for I must find you now 
like all things 
in my life,

a little late.

xx "quand tu es etranger dans ton ville....
when night birds

showing white spots beneath 
their wings,

become morning birds 
in Elinor's trees,

and there is a musically constructed
negro

in a red shirt fishing 
and there are two vagrants 
reeking with fears and hungers 
washing themselves in the river,

and there are rich voices of negroes echoing
and you are a stranger

in your own town,
watching the fishermen in the early morning.

xxxi o far continent 
on which

my one bright star 
has chosen to shine,

be green 
be warm
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grow the sweet citrons 
of content,

forswear
the bitterness of storm, 

endow all men
who walk on your sweet ground 
with grace.

xxxiii
the whipping posts

have all
been set

in re-inforced concrete. 
They are practically

permanent.

in whose hand
the whip ?

on whose wrist, 
the thongs,

of bondage ?

—  Kenneth L. Beaudoin 
Memphis, Tenn.

Received and Noted:
Emrich Urban’s Mother Witch issued by Quagga, Box 
7591 University Station, Austin 12, Texas (50c) .  
Hannah Kahn's Eve's Daughter , second printing from 
Hurricane House, Inc., Coconut Grove, Fla. ($3.00). 
Walter Gore's Gone To Babylon ($1.50) and his To The 
Keepers Of The Slaughterhouse ($2.00) were published 
by The Mitre Press, 52 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, 
W.C.2, England. In the latter book the story "A New 
Boss For The Slaughterhouse?” is W. Gore's best work 
to date —  he should concentrate on prose.
New, Good "Little Magazines:"
Theo. 306 East Sixth St., N.Y., N.Y. (650 an issue). 
The Smith. Room 535, 15 Park Row, N.Y., N.Y. 10038; 
(&1 an issue; $3.50 a year's subscription).
Goosetree Pamphlets, P. 0. Box 278, Lanham, Maryland 
20801 ($2.00 for the first series of nine issues).
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The Girl
On my windowsill 

tomatoes redden. But, oh! 
frost on my garden.

The Woman
Frost on my garden —  

But, oh! Tomatoes redden 
on the windowsill.

Two Haik u

A packet of seeds: 
flowers, and herbs for the soup — - 

I have no garden.
The fields lie trampled, 

her man fights at the border —  
she plants a peach stone.

— - Herta Rosenblatt 
Peapack, New Jersey

Images
I: The mind is a pool

Into which the universe 
Speakes an alien tongue.

II: Man seeking truth in
The forest is only one 
Of the symbols there.

III: The voice of wisdom
Is the inner conscience which 
Often is silence.

IV: Tears are beautiful
Only in the aura of 
Yesterday's laughter.

V: Memory shuttles
The camera in reverse 
To the days of youth.

Clarence Alva Powell 
Detroit, Michigan
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There's a devil in the red drapes: 
the velvet moves until I look 
and then hangs straight, like 
a fool's hair in gusty winds.
He warms himself in their hell-color, 
then repays my willingness to doze 
by rolling apples and slithering 
scores of snakes at my tired feet.

I see that tired though he be 
the old lion must thunder from his throne, 
show his claws to evil, end all that needs 
an end.

—  William Heyen
Cortland, New York

Lear At The Rest Home

The Nonfragmented Woman
The woman I'll marry 
is whole, nonfragmented, 
nondepartmentalized —  
each part dear, important.

Hair —  a becoming fashion, 
face —  winsome, 
eyes big, wide and deep.

Nonmilitant breasts fulfill 
harmony of architectural design.

Small ankles, voiceless, climb 
gentle grades to reaches of Mons Veneris.

Hands vibrate femininity, 
shaming some braggart thighs.

Woman ... enough for a lifespan 
to roam, explore, wander 
and wonder in calm excitement.

—  Archie Rosenhouse
Los Angeles, California
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13 Omens And One That Does Not Count 
Omen number one:

A man shot himself when he found he would have 
to pay alimony if he divorced his wife for having 
un-natural sex relations with an overtime parking 
meter. 
Omen number two:

A well known, folk song trio was booed out of 
existence when they had the misfortune to perform 
before an audience composed entirely of Folk.
Omen number three:

Pennsylvania Avenue was stolen.
Omen number four:

At noon yesterday the world was found to be 
flat. By noon today 846,293 people had fallen off 
the edge.
Omen number five:

A noted female writer, while gathering material 
for a new book, disturbed a bee hive and was stung 
158 times. A very painful death followed.
Omen number seven:

An Alabama preacher climbed the pulpit one 
Sunday morning and was horrified to find he had 
absent mindedly donned a white sheet.
Omen number eight:

Mickey Mouse admitted that his three nephews 
were really his illegitimate children by a certain 
homosexual duck who shall remain nameless.
Omen number nine:

Ninty-eight per cent of all the people who 
regularly attend art shows admitted they knew 
nothing about art and then sat down to spend the 
rest of their lives looking at an empty goldfish 
bowl.
Omen number ten:

A Salvation Army band playing on a street 
corner was changed into a fire hydrant. They 
immediately gave salvation to a worried bulldog.
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Omen number eleven:
Russian scientists developed a process for 

producing the perfect nerve gas from wheat sold 
them by the U. S. government.
Omen number twelve:

One man was found to own all of the money in 
the world. He burnt it all.
Omen number thirteen:

Three hundred and sixty-two people, while 
zipping their flies or snapping their bras, had 
an original thought. Not one ran to a church or 
talking doctor to beg forgiveness.
Omen number fourteen:

Walt Whitman was found to have in his closet, 
a large puppet whose strings he had cut off. The 
puppet, on closer examination, was found to be God.

—  Richard Beer
Cherry Point, N. C.

A Passionate Discerning
I do not hate your speaking 
of everyday. What I hate 
is your riddle made crown of 
crisis. All your glitter —  cold.
I do not hate your body 
jerky with the rope attached 
cunningly to navel: No!
I hate your gift of guideline 
into any clumsy hands.
I do not hate the air that 
bears you from mystery to 
mystery (ineffable 
womb to womb). What I can’t stand 
is the doldrum breeze that heats 
our closed space and my body 
with tedium. And nothing.

—  Sam Bradley
Honeybrook, Pa.
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"The Wormwood Review" is still non-beat, non-academic 
and non-sewing circle and non-profit. Wormwood is 
interested in quality poems and prose—poems (proems) 
of all types and schools —  the form may be tradit
ional or avant-garde-up—through-and-including-dada —  
the tone serious to flip, the content conservative to 
utter taboo. A good poem should be able to compete 
with the presence of other poems. Wormwood is not 
afraid of either wit or intelligence —— both are rare 
qualities.
Wormwood may be purchased at these excellent stores: 
The Asphodel Book Shop. 465 The Arcade, Cleveland 14, 
Ohio
Books *N Things. 82 East 10th. St., N.Y. 3, N.Y.
City Lights Bookshop, 261 Columbus Avenue, San Fran
cisco 11, California
The Gotham Book Mart. 41 West 47th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y. 
The KieKor Bookshop, 1068 Chapel St.,New Haven, Conn. 
The Paperbook Gallery, Storrs, Conn.
Roman Books, Suite 210, Sunrise Bay Bldg., 2701 East
Sunrise lilvd « . F i .  TdinHc*rHnla. Pin .

The magazine is published whenever sufficient good 
material has accumulated —— this happens about four 
times a year. The regular subscription rate is $3.50 
for four issues. Price of single issues is $1.00 post 
paid. Unfullfilled subscriptions will be refunded. 
Contributors' subscriptions are $6.00 (four issues & 
a signed print by A. Sypher); patrons' subscriptions 
are $10.00 (four issues, a Sypher print plus signed 
copies of extra publications related to Wormwood).
Designs and cover are by A. Sypher. Composition and 
collating of the magazine were done by the editor. 
Offset presswork is by Bill Dalzell of 218 East 18th. 
St., N.Y. 3, N.Y. The edition was limited to no more 
than 600 copies, and this is copy number: 448
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